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STAFF BRIEF 

This document is the staff’s comparison of the Secretary of the Interiors Standards for Rehabilitation, Design Guidelines for Denver 
Landmark Structures and Districts, the Landmark Preservation Ordinance (Chapter 30, Revised Municipal Code) and other 
applicable adopted area guidelines as applied to the proposed application.  It is intended to provide guidance during the 
commission’s deliberation of the proposed application.  Guidelines are available at www.denvergov.org/preservation 

 

Address: 101 N Broadway  LPC Meeting:   Kara Hahn  

Name of Property:   First Avenue Hotel (Individual Denver Landmark) Staff:  September 15, 2020   

Council District: Council District 7, Jolon Clark    

Applicant/Owner: John Tess, Heritage Consulting Group  
 

 

Project Scope Under Review: 
National Register of Historic Places Nomination   
 

In accordance with Colorado’s Certified Local Government (CLG) guidelines, nominations to the National Register 
of Historic Places must be presented to the local historic preservation commission for review and comment.   
 

 

Staff Summary: 
 

The First Avenue Hotel at Broadway and 1st Avenue in Denver, Colorado, was designed in 1906 in the Italian 
Renaissance Revival style by Denver architect Charles Quayle. It was completed in 1907 for his clients the 
Fleming Brothers, longtime builders and developers along the Broadway corridor through South Denver. The 
building is locally significant under Criterion A for Commerce, as an early, mid-rise, residential hotel with small 
businesses occupying the first-floor storefronts that supported the economic growth of the neighborhood by 
attracting residents and increasing commercial activity in the area. In addition, the building is locally significant 
under Criterion C for Architecture as a work of master architect Charles Quayle. The First Avenue Hotel was one 
of Quayle’s first commercial projects, and he would later go on to become a prominent architect with several 
substantial civic and commercial developments in San Diego, California, which clearly evidence his mastery.  
 

The building’s period of significance is 1907-70, from the year of the building’s construction until the 50-year cut-
off date for historic significance, which encompasses the building’s lifespan as a significant commercial enterprise 
in the South Broadway and Baker neighborhoods. The building retains sufficient integrity to convey its historic 
significance. In 2019 an addition at the rear/side was constructed, but the addition, which was reviewed by the 
Landmark Preservation Commission, meets the Secretary of the Interior’s standards.  
 
Staff Comments: Given the amount of information provided about the Fleming Brothers, the nomination 

could have also argued that property was the work of a master for the brothers. As this 
was early in their career and was a space that they built and then occupied by them, 
further research into them as master craftsman could have been explored. However, as 
written, the nomination meets the criteria for listing on the National Register. 

 
Recommendation: The National Register nomination be forwarded to the Keeper of the National Register 

 
Basis: The First Avenue Hotel nomination meets National Register Criteria A and C at the local 

level of significance and retains integrity 
 
 

Suggested Motion:  I move to recommend that the National Register nomination for First Avenue Hotel, at 101 

N Broadway, be forwarded to the Keeper of the National Register of Historic Places, per presented testimony, 

submitted documentation, and information provided in the staff report.  

 

END 


